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ABSTRACT:

KEYWORDS

Massive exchange of fire across the 
LOC, India cancellation of foreign 
secretary talks after Pakistan high 
commissioner Abdul basit met 
Kashmir separatists and sharif 
reference to Kashmir during his 
address to the UN general assembly 
dashed these hopes. In a stern 
warning to Pakistan union home 
minister rajath singh said at an 
election rally in latur in Maharashtra 
that if Pakistani violations did not 
stop the army and every young 
Indian was ready to give a befitting 
reply to Pakistan. Army officers 
maintained that the continuous 
firing was a desperate attempt at 
pushing maximum terrorists into 
the Indian Territory ahead of the 
assembly elections in Jammu and 
Kashmir.
According to the senior officials in 
the defense ministry even 100 
militants are being trained in more 

than 20 terror camps in Pakistan occupied Kashmir.

Pakistan relations LOC skirmishes , Pakistani violations , Indian Territory ahead .
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DEVELOPMENTS AFTER LOC SKIRMISHES –INDIA AND PAKISTAN 
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INTRODUCTION: 

As India and Pakistan both announced injuries to more civilians in fresh border firing Islamabad 

raised the pitch lodging a protest with UNMOGIP, UN military observer group over India aggression. 

Indian officials said this was meaningless as New Delhi doesn’t recognize the UNMOGIP as having the 

mandate to monitor the ceasefire between the two countries India has made it clear several times that 

UNMOGIP has outlived its utility and that it was made redundant following the 1972 shimla agreement 

after the Bangladesh war.

India has maintained that UNMOGIP was established under a UN security council resolution and 

meant to supervise the ceasefire line established under the Karachi agreement of July 1949.Thepoint 

however is that continuing calculated aggression for a long period assumes a special character this time 

Pakistan chose the eve of the Islamic festival of Id-ul-zuhu overlooking the solemnity of the occasion on 

which to launch its shelling and kept up the attack for full eight hours, It attacked across the international 

border and the line of control. There are implied suggestions in these actions that aggression is likely to 

be sustained. The editorial of the Deccan chronicle “the fact that India has always given back as good as it 

got except when I did not open hostilities following the attack on Mumbai in 2008 which was then the 

sensible thing to do.

The editorial of the Hindu it can now to legitimatize asked if the situation at the LOC still qualifies 

to be called a ceasefire. The firing is not restricted to LOC it has affected even the international border 

which Pakistan has not occupied fully and continues to call a working boundary.

It has become all too clear in recent months that the mechanism that the two countries have put 

in place to deal with ceasefire violation. 

Provision for meetings between field commanders and a hotline between the directors general 

of military operations have not succeeded in calming tensions at the LOC.

The editorial  of the Hindu emphasized that new Delhi must call for the talks without delay it is 

also truce violations are a cover for militant infiltration from Pakistan controlled territory.

The November 2003 ceasefire allowed India to complete its fencing of the LOC and stop 

infiltrators from Pakistan and the demilitarization of cities in the valley saw strengthening of local police 

and paramilitary repopulating of border areas and a drastic drop in complaints of human rights 

violations,

The LOC with its fences outposts and crossing points is for all practical purpose a border and only 

an unconscionable amount of blood letting could change even a millimeter of it.

When Kashmir’s travel from one side of the LOC to the other they show identification passports 

of India and Pakistan something both counties have acceded to.

It is worth consolidating on the gains of the ceasefire line and proposes another defense a few 

kilometers behind the present one of the lines of a demilitarized zone.

First at the United Nations general assembly Pakistan Prime Minister nawaz sharif mentioned a 

plebiscite and made references to violence against kashmir women in particular followed by Pakistan 

interventions in Kashmir at the UN (decolonization) committee. Foreign affairs advisor sartaz aziz spoke 

to the UN secretary general and wrote the  UN several times linking border firing with the resolution of 

the Kashmir dispute clearly the idea is to internationalize the Kashmir conflict as it had been two decades 

age before former Pakistani president pervez  mushraff and manmohan singh charted anew course in 

bilateral engagement.

The strategy of times of India editorial where the plans for the challenges offered by Pakistan one 

option is for New Delhi to open direct channels of communication with Pakistani army. The latter anyway 
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influence Islamabad India policy and would be in a better position to commit to an understanding. The 

government needs to be better prepared to deal strategically wth Pakistan. In the news story on October 

9.2014 India rules out talks till pak guns fall silent on border.

Mahraja hari singh toyed with the idea of becoming an independent ruler. Being a hindu he also 

realized that of  ,he acceded to India he would have  no future in Pakistan .and he acceded to India his 

future would be no different /Jinnah ordered an invasion of Kashmir on invasion of Kashmir on October 

2,1947 that in spite of state forces the enemy reached baramulla on October 25. Maharaja fled to Jammu 

It was these circumstances maharaja signed the instrument of accession on October 26, 1947. In his 

letter to lord Mountbatten his accession confined to defense, communication and currency. Sheikh 

Abdullah was found negotiating with US Abdullah  to implement that constitution dr.Ambdkhar refused 

and then Nehru commissioned N.ayyangar to draft special article for Kashmir. The matter being referred 

to United Nations ayyangar and Patel did not refuse sheikh Abdullah used instrument of article 370 to 

implement that Indians insisting Kashmir should take a permit .The Indian flag was not flown in kashmir 

and no Indian could buy Indian immovable property in Kashmir.

Part C which dealt with ascertaining the wished of the people of the state, if part B of the UN 

resolution was implemented accepting it as IB would be no different for both countries.

Prime Minister Modi has done well to shoot down Pakistani proposal to improve china present 

status of observer this was one not because India is scared of china but because Pakistan had a sinister 

motive in mooting the proposal.

He reiterated that India position that “talks for the sake of talks” could not be held and the 

dialogue if held mutually beneficial. Several serving and former Nepalese Minister pressing their full 

membership for china in the eight member south Asian grouping founded in 1985 through a publication 

of the Chinese news agency Xinhu.

Prime Minister Narendra Modi hold bilateral meetings with all SAARC leaders except Pakistan PM 

Nawaz sharif on the sidelines of the regional group summit .But despite pressure from host Nepal no 

meeting could be scheduled between MR.Modi and  Mr.Sharif.

The bold letter news story PM Modi abd his pakisthani counterpart Nawaz sharif who were sitting 

two seats away from each other did not look to each other even sharif crossed before and after delivering 

his speech .Delhi plans to have an agreement on strengthening road and rail communication among 

member countries reached at (SAARC) in Kathmandu failed due to the intransigence of Pakistan.

The issue gained various connotations suggesting that Beijing was using Nepal to muscle its easy 

into the grouping .Foreign secretary ‘salman haider” pointed out a smaller countries in SAArC have been 

interested in having china as an observer.

The BJP won 25 seats followed by PDP 28 seats. The national conference around 15 seats and 

Article 370

China as Observer

Election

Look at the statistics
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congress 12 sajjad lone-2 seats and independent seats-4 .the people of J&K used their ballots to defeat 

bullets from across border .the record voter turn out symbolism their faith in india and its instrument of 

impartial governance on December 24,2014,

The voters of J&K have given a fitting reply to the separatists who called for a boycott of the 

elections by turning up in large numbers at all polling booths. All factions of the hurriyat and JKLF were 

united in calling upon the voters to boycott the polls .the people did not give a hoot to their call.This 

proves that the separatists are just paper tigers ,
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